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Abstract

detectEr is an actor-based runtime verification tool for Erlang programs. It uses the tracing mechanism of the Erlang virtual machine to trace messages sent between Erlang processes, creating events that are matched against correctness properties defined in the logic mHML. This thesis describes work that was done to allow detectEr to receive events from new sources, including reading events from a textfile, and listening for events on a TCP port. This change opens the door for detectEr to verify non-Erlang programs, and that is demonstrated by showing how detectEr can now be used to verify communications between an Erlang client and a Java server.
Unnið að nýjum atburðum fyrir detectEr

Guðmundur Stefánsson

maí 2017

Útdráttur

detectEr er keyrslu-sannreyningartöl fyrir Erlang forrit sem byggist á leikarahöguninni. Það notar rekjunavirkni Erlang sýndarvélarinnar til að rekja skilaboð á milli Erlang ferla, og býr þannig til atburði sem eru bornir saman við réttleikaeigindi skilgreind í mHML. Þessi ritgerð gerir grein fyrir því hvernig detectEr var uppfært til að geta fengið atburði á nýja máta, þ.á.m. með því að lesa þá úr textaskrá, og með því að hlusta eftir þeim á TCP porti. Þessi breyting gerir detectEr kleift að sannreyna forrit sem ekki eru skrifuð í Erlang, og sýnt er fram á það með því að sýna hvernig hægt er að nota detectEr til að sannreyna samskipti á milli Erlang biðlara og Java miðlara.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Concurrency [1] is a term used to describe the behaviour of systems comprising of multiple components whose lifetimes overlap. When concurrent systems are running, a single component executes one or more commands at a time, and then another component takes over (thread interleaving). This way, the various components don’t need to wait for each other to finish working, and thus it appears that they are running at the same time when they aren’t. One of the benefits of this approach is that it incentivises dividing systems into multiple components, where each component performs a specific task. But it has some drawbacks as well, because it is possible for the multiple components to access shared resources at the same time, which can cause errors. It is also possible for two processes to wait for each other to finish, leading to neither process being able to continue. These kinds of problems can make concurrent systems notoriously hard to debug, but despite that, concurrent systems are still generally preferred to ones with only one component.

Due to the difficulty of debugging concurrent systems, it is necessary to formally verify their correctness. However, static verification techniques like model checking may not always be the most suitable methods for this task. Concurrent systems have state spaces that grow exponentially in size w.r.t. the number of components, due to thread interleaving, thus making it potentially infeasible to check their entire state space. This is called the state explosion problem [2]. Moreover, model checking requires a model of the system to be verified, and those are not guaranteed to be accurate [3], especially for large systems. Therefore, it is useful to explore alternative methods to address the correctness problem. One approach that has been proposed to that end is runtime verification.

Runtime verification (RV) is a method to verify the correctness of systems by analyzing a single execution, or a finite subset of possible executions of the system [4]. Thus, the system’s state space isn’t exhaustively checked, circumventing the state explosion problem. It also eliminates the need for a model of the system, and lets the system be verified in its runtime environment, which may not always be available for model checking. It is similar to testing in the way that it doesn’t exhaustively check the system’s state space, but the difference is that testing is only performed pre-deployment, whereas RV is performed post-deployment. This means that RV can verify a program for as long as it is used, meaning that potentially, all executions that will ever be executed will be verified. It is also possible to use RV to recover from violations by altering the offending executions. (See, for instance, [5]–[7]). However, runtime verification is not a perfect solution for verifying the correctness of concurrent systems because it is not as expressive as model checking since it judges the system based on a finite subset of possible executions instead of the entire state space.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 detectEr

detectEr [8] is a runtime verification tool that verifies Erlang [9], [10] programs by tracing the messages that they send and receive, using the tracing mechanism of the Erlang virtual machine. These messages are then used to test the program against the correctness specifications defined in the logic mHML [11]. It does so by generating a system of monitors from a given property specification that run alongside the verified system and notify the user whenever a violation or a satisfaction of a property is detected.

detectEr works well for verifying Erlang programs in terms of the messages sent between processes, but there is room for improvement. For example, there are systems whose behaviour can be described in terms of messages sent between actors that are not programmed in Erlang which could potentially be verified by detectEr. But since they aren’t, they can’t. There are also many systems that have components in different programming languages, like an Erlang server that serves clients written in Java or Python, for example. Therefore, it is a good idea to change detectEr so it can receive its events from multiple sources simultaneously, and by using methods other than just the tracing mechanism of the Erlang virtual machine, making it more versatile.

1.2 Contributions

Chapter 2 provides some useful context on runtime verification, and describes detectEr in more detail. Readers who are familiar with detectEr can safely skip this chapter. Then chapter 3 describes how I made detectEr more versatile by replacing the tracing functionality with a more general component: the event source. The new component allows detectEr to read events from a text file and listen for events on a TCP port, in addition to the already existing tracing functionality. It also makes it easier to extend detectEr by adding support for new sources of events, which makes future work on the tool easier. I also made it so that it is possible to monitor multiple systems simultaneously, which can be a great asset when monitoring concurrent systems. After that, chapter 4 demonstrates how the event source works in action, by describing two systems that I used as a case study, one written in Erlang, and the other one written in Java. These two systems are used to show how detectEr can now be used to monitor multiple systems in different programming languages. Finally, chapter 5 discusses the event source’s impact and how work on it can continue in the future.
Chapter 2

Context

When a system is executed, a (possibly infinite) sequence of events is generated. This sequence is known as a trace, and it reflects the behaviour of the system in terms of function invocations or messages sent between processes. In runtime verification, these traces are fed to a software entity known as a monitor, which matches the events against a predetermined specification of correctness, known as a property, in order to determine if the system is behaving according to the given specification. The monitor can reach one out of three possible verdicts for each execution: the system satisfies the property, the system violates the property, or the trace does not give enough information to reach a conclusive verdict. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

2.1 Related work

There exist a number of runtime verification tools. For example, LARVA [12] is a runtime verification tool which uses properties defined with DATEs (Dynamic communication Automata with Timers and Events) [13] to verify Java programs. It has been extended to monitor Erlang programs as well, by creating a new version, Elarva [14], making it the only other runtime verification tool for Erlang, to my knowledge. Java PathExplorer [15] is another runtime verification tool for Java, developed by NASA, which tests execution traces.

![Figure 2.1: Synthesis and operation of a runtime verification monitor](image-url)
McErlang [16] is a model checker for Erlang programs that verifies them using properties defined in Erlang.

Rebeca [17] is an actor-based modeling language, making it a good choice for creating models of Erlang programs, which provides automatic translation to model checkers like SPIN [18] and SMV [19].

### 2.2 µHML and mHML

µHML [11] is a branching-time logic for describing correctness properties over Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs). A LTS consists of a set of system states \( p, q \in SYS \), a set of actions \( \alpha \in ACT \), and a transition relation between states and actions which contains a set of moves on the form, \( p \xrightarrow{\alpha} q \), meaning that it is possible to transition from state \( p \) to state \( q \) by performing an \( \alpha \) - move. The syntax and the semantics of the logic are shown in Figure 2.2 [11] and the semantics is defined in terms of the mapping between µHML formul\( \phi \) and the set of LTS states \( S \subseteq SYS \) which satisfy them. The truth value \( \text{tt} \) is satisfied by all processes and the falsity value \( \text{ff} \) is satisfied by none. Possibility formul\( e<\alpha>\varphi \) mean that there must be at least one system transition with the event \( \alpha \) where the subsequent transition satisfies \( \varphi \). On the other hand, necessity formul\( e[\alpha]\varphi \) mean that all system executions (if any) with the event \( \alpha \) must lead to states satisfying \( \varphi \).

Here are a few examples of µHML properties:

- \( \varphi_1 = <\alpha>\text{tt} \)
- \( \varphi_2 = [\alpha]\text{ff} \)
- \( \varphi_3 = \max X.([\beta]X \land [\alpha][\alpha]\text{ff}) \)
- \( \varphi_4 = \min X.(<\alpha>X \lor <\beta>\text{tt}) \)
2.3 Erlang

Erlang [9], [10] is a functional programming language that uses the actor-model to model concurrency. In the actor model, each component can only communicate with other components by sending messages to them. In Erlang, each process is an actor and there are no shared resources, thus the problem of mutual exclusion is circumvented. Each process can communicate with other processes by sending asynchronous messages with the `!` operator, and the messages are then stored in the receiving process’ message queue. The receiving process can then use the `receive` keyword to dequeue messages from the queue. It is also possible to use the tracing mechanism of the Erlang virtual machine (EVM) to trace these messages without changing the source code or altering the behaviour of the program.

2.4 How to instrument a system

detectEr is an asynchronous actor-based runtime verification tool for Erlang programs that uses properties defined in mHML. It is available online on bitbucket.org [20] and the work presented in this thesis is on the branch `detecter-lite-1.0-event-source`. It requires a working installation of Erlang, and the GNU `make` utility. OSX users can acquire it by installing the XCode Command Line Tools, and Windows users can install MinGW, Cygwin or GnuWin.

In order to use detectEr to verify a system, the system must go through the instrumentation process. That is done by invoking the `instrument` target of detectEr’s makefile. During the instrumentation process, detectEr is compiled, and the mHML property that will
be used to verify the system is parsed and used to generate a monitor. The monitor is a process that listens for events generated by the system, and then matches them against the mHML property, checking if the system violates or satisfies it.

The arguments needed to instrument a system are:

- **hml**: The relative or absolute path that leads to the formula script file
- **app-bin-dir**: The target application’s binary base directory
- **MFA**: The target application’s entry point function, encoded as a \{Module, Function, [Arguments]\} tuple

However, following the work described in this paper, these arguments were changed, and the changes will be described later.

When the instrumentation process is done, the output is a *launcher.beam* binary file, which will be located in the **app-bin-dir** directory. It contains the *launcher:start/0* function, which can be invoked to start *detectEr*.
Chapter 3

Making *detectEr* more versatile

Some drawbacks of *detectEr* are that it is only able to monitor Erlang applications, and only by running a program and tracing it. Ideally, it should be able to monitor any type of system, so long as its behaviour can be expressed by a finite sequence of events. In order to make that happen, I replaced *detectEr*’s tracing functionality with a more general component: the *event source*.

3.1 Common behaviour

When *detectEr* is launched, the event source is started on a new process, *es*, and the monitor is started on another process, *sup*. The event source process then acts as a medium between the monitored system, *sys*, and the monitor *sup*, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Currently, there are 3 implementations of the event source, and each is defined by an Erlang module. These are *trace_event_source*, which receives events by tracing an Erlang program, *file_event_source*, which reads events from a text file, and *tcp_event_source*, which listens for events on a TCP socket.

![Figure 3.1: The processes of *detectEr*](image_url)
3.2 Receiving events via tracing

Originally detectEr could only receive events by tracing an Erlang program. I relocated that functionality to the module trace_event_source. As an argument, it takes a tuple containing the module, function and arguments of the program to be monitored. This tuple is used to start the program, and then the event source traces the program, and passes the events forward to the monitor.

3.3 Retrieving events from a file

In order to read events from a file, I created the module file_event_source. The only argument that it needs is the path to the file from which the events should be read. However, it should be noted that the given filepath needs to be absolute or relative to the output launcher.beam file, unlike the other arguments of the instrumentation process. That is because the filepaths of the instrument target are used at compile-time, but the filepath of file_event_source is used at runtime.

The supplied file should have a number of events written as Erlang terms, separated by periods. The event source expects two types of events; namely send and recv, in the following forms:

- \{recv, Receiver, Message\}
- \{send, Sender, Receiver, Message\}

The atoms recv and send determine whether the event is a receive(?) or a send(!) operation. Receiver and Sender are identifiers for the systems receiving and sending the messages, respectively, and Message is the payload of the message. An example of events from a simple echo server would be:

\{recv, server, \{request, client, 1\}\}.
\{send, server, client, \{response, 1\}\}.

After the file has been read, the events are sent to the monitoring process by sending \{read_line, N\} messages to the event source’s process, where N is either a positive integer, determining how many lines should be read, or the atom all, meaning that all remaining lines should be read.

3.4 Retrieving events from TCP

In order to read events from a TCP port, I created the module tcp_event_source. The only argument that it needs is the port that should be used. When the launcher is started, it will listen for a connection to that port, and then receive TCP messages on that port. The messages should contain events of the same form as previously described for file_event_source.

3.5 Creating new event sources

Creating support for new event sources becomes very easy once the communications between the monitor and the system to be monitored have been isolated within a single module.
Indeed, in order to introduce a new event source, all the programmer has to do is to create a new module, using the behaviour `event_source_behaviour`. The only function that the behaviour has is `setup/2`, which takes an object and a Pid as arguments. The object should contain whatever information is required to set up the event source (filename, port, etc.), and the Pid will be the Pid of `sup`, which will receive the events generated by the event source. The function should create a new process and return its Pid. That process then waits for the `mon_start` message, and then performs the necessary setup for the events. For example, in order to create an event source that reads events from a database, the new process should start a connection to the database after receiving `mon_start`.

### 3.6 Multiple event sources

Since concurrent systems consist of multiple components working concurrently, it seems logical that verification tools should be capable of handling multiple systems simultaneously. Therefore, I changed `detectEr` to support multiple event sources, each being checked against a single property. For each event source, the same processes are created, just like described in Figure 3.1. However, in order to identify them, a number is appended to their names, as shown in Figure 3.2.

There is still much to be done with this new feature, though. One limitation is that each event source can only check properties using events from only one event source. If that was changed, so that properties could be checked against events from multiple event sources, the resulting version of `detectEr` would allow us to check properties involving multiple systems.

Another limitation is that each event source creates only one monitor, and thus only checks for only one property at a time. But most systems have to satisfy multiple properties at the same time, and it would therefore be ideal to be able to have each event source verify its system for multiple properties. That can be done by creating multiple monitors for each event source, where each monitor corresponds to a property that the system has to satisfy.

However, it is possible to combine multiple mHML properties into one big property which can be used to create a monitor, but that approach has its drawbacks. If we have two properties $\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_2$, and we create a new property $\varphi_3 = \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2$, then $\varphi_3$ is violated iff either $\varphi_1$ or $\varphi_2$ is violated. But if we use $\varphi_3$ to create a monitor, and then the monitor detects a violation, it is not obvious which property is being violated. The violated property can be deduced by looking at the events and the output of the monitor, but it would be better to have them separate. Furthermore, a bigger problem is that something as simple as conjoining or disjoining multiple properties may not work well enough when we have multiple properties, some of which detect satisfactions, others detect violations, and yet others may detect either. Creating a big property from smaller ones is something that can be done, but it has to be done carefully.

### 3.7 How to use detectEr

In order to facilitate the changes made to `detectEr`, I changed the arguments of the `instrument` target to the following ones:

- **app-bin-dir**: The target application’s binary base directory
- **args**: A string containing a list of event source objects. Each event source should be formatted like so: `{hml, event-source, args}`
CHAPTER 3. MAKING DETECTOR MORE VERSATILE

- hml: The relative or absolute path that leads to the formula script file
- event-source: The module defining the event source to be used
- args: The arguments for the event source

**Figure 3.2: The processes of multiple event sources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sup1</th>
<th>creates</th>
<th>main</th>
<th>creates</th>
<th>sup2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>es1</td>
<td>sends events</td>
<td>main</td>
<td>sends events</td>
<td>es2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sys1</td>
<td>watches</td>
<td>main</td>
<td>watches</td>
<td>sys2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3.1: An example of arguments for the instrumentation process

```
make instrument args="[{'priv/case_study/prop1_server.txt', trace_event_source, {
client_server_erlang, start, [server, echo, nul]}}]" app=bin-dir="ebin"
```

An example would be the arguments shown in Listing 3.1, which indicate that a monitor will be created using only one event source which uses the module `trace_event_source` with the arguments `{client_server_erlang, start, [server, echo, nul]}`). The monitor will verify the system against the property defined in `priv/case_study/prop1_server.txt` and the resulting `launcher.beam` file will go into the folder `ebin`.

Chapter 4

Case study

One of the benefits of the new event source is that detectEr can receive events from various sources, and can therefore, in theory, monitor any type of system regardless of programming language. To demonstrate that, I created two programs as a case study: The Erlang module client_server_erlang, and the Java program client_server_java [21]. Both programs behave the same way for the most part; the biggest difference is that one is written in Erlang and the other is written in Java.

4.1 Case study behaviour

The case study can be run either as a client or as a server. When run as a client it sends requests to the server and waits for responses. The requests it sends are on the form \{request, Self, Num\}, where Self is the Pid of the client, and Num is an integer. When run as a server, it waits for requests and then returns responses on the form \{response, Other\}, where Other is a number that is determined by the server’s configuration and the number that the server receives. For the purposes of testing, the correct response to a request \{request, Self, Num\} is viewed to be \{response, Num + 1\}.

4.2 Case study behaviour - Erlang

The case study written in Erlang has 6 different configurations and it is run by invoking the client_server_erlang:start/3 method. The first and second parameters define how the program should behave, whether it should be a server or a client, and how it acts. The possible combinations of the first and second arguments are:

- server success: Runs a server that returns the correct response (Num + 1)
- server wrong_response: Runs a server that returns a wrong response (Num - 1)
- server echo: Runs a server that returns a wrong response (Num)
- client success: Runs a client that sends a request and waits for a response
- client success_multiple: Runs a client that sends two subsequent request, waiting for responses in between
- client no_request: Runs a client that does nothing
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The third argument is only necessary if the program is being run as a client. It is the identifier of the server, which can be anything that can be on the left side of a `!` operator in Erlang. But if the program is being run as a server, it doesn’t matter what it is, since it will never be used.

4.3 Case study behaviour - Java

The case study in Java uses the jinterface [22] package in order to create an Erlang node, which it uses to send and receive messages from Erlang programs. It is run by invoking the main function in the `client_server_java` class and it has 5 different configurations, depending on the arguments provided from the command line.

The first two arguments are the names of the Erlang node and mailbox, respectively, used for communication with Erlang programs. The third and fourth arguments define how the program should behave, whether it should be a server or a client, and how it acts. The possible combinations of the third and fourth arguments are:

- **server success**: Runs a server that returns the correct response (Num + 1)
- **server wrong_response**: Runs a server that returns a wrong response (Num - 1)
- **server echo**: Runs a server that returns a wrong response (Num)
- **client success**: Runs a client that sends a request and waits for a response
- **client no_request**: Runs a client that does nothing

If the case study is run as a client, the fifth and sixth arguments need to be the name of the node and the process that will receive the message, respectively.

As an example, when provided with the following arguments:

```
client_server java server success
```

the case study is run as a successful server, and an Erlang program can send a message to it with the following syntax:

```
{java, client_server@User} ! {request, self(), Num}
```

Conversely, when provided with the following arguments:

```
client_server java client success monitor@User sys2
```

the case study is run as a client that sends a single request to the process `sys2` on the Erlang node `monitor@User`.

4.3.1 The tracker

In order to test the usefulness of `file_event_source` and `tcp_event_source`, I equipped the Java case study with an additional component: the `tracker`. The purpose of the tracker is to generate events that the new event sources can understand, thus allowing `DetectEr` to monitor the Java case study.

The tracker is an interface with two methods:

- `send(String to, Object[] params)`
- `recv(Object[] params)`
They correspond to the two messages that detectEr expects, ! and ? respectively. In order to monitor the Java case study, these methods are called before messages are sent or received from the Erlang case study.

The tracker has two different implementations. One generates events by writing events to a file which can then be read by file_event_source, and the other one sends the events over TCP to be received by tcp_event_source.

The tracker is rather simple, and can be replicated easily in other programming languages. Its main limitation is that the only way to use it is to alter the source code of the monitored program manually. Despite this limitation, it does allow detectEr to monitor the Java case study, and it is possible to make a tracker or a similar component in any programming language, making it possible to use detectEr to monitor any system regardless of programming language.

4.4 Examples

I used the case study to verify that the new event source component works as intended. The following examples all have a simple client-server behaviour, where the client sends one or more requests to the server and the server responds with either the correct response (Num + 1) or an incorrect one.

4.4.1 The properties

I created 4 mHML properties in order to test the case study. They are: client_vio, client_sat, server_vio and server_sat\(^1\), and they describe the correct behaviour of the program.

The properties client_vio (Listing 4.1) and server_vio (Listing 4.2) look for violations in the behaviour of the client and the server, respectively. Both of them detect a violation if the server responds with anything but Num + 1, and they will keep checking until there is a violation.

Listing 4.1: As long as the client lives, it does not receive an incorrect response

```
1 max('X',
2 [Server ! {request, Client, Num}]
3 ([Client ? {response, Other}] iff (Other =/= Num + 1) implies ff else 'X'))
```

Listing 4.2: As long as the server lives, it never sends incorrect responses

```
1 max('X',
2 [Server ? {request, Client, Num}]
3 ([Client ! {response, Other}] iff (Other =/= Num + 1) implies ff else 'X'))
```

Conversely, the properties client_sat (Listing 4.3) and server_sat (Listing 4.4) look for a satisfaction in the behaviour of the client and the server, respectively. They only check the first request made by the client to the server, and if the request is answered with a Num + 1, then a satisfaction is detected.

Listing 4.3: The client gets a single correct response

```
max('X',
2 [Client ? {response, Other}]
3 ([Server ! {request, Client, Num}] iff (Other = Num + 1) implies ff else 'X'))
```

Listing 4.4: The server gets a single correct response

```
max('X',
2 [Server ! {request, Client, Num}]
3 ([Server ? {response, Other}] iff (Other = Num + 1) implies ff else 'X'))
```

\(^1\)The possibility formulae are written with \(\lnot\alpha\) instead of \(\langle\alpha\rangle\). This will be changed in a later version of detectEr.
4.4.2 Two Erlang traces

To test two trace event sources together, I used the command shown in Listing 4.5. The resulting monitor runs and traces both the client and the server in Erlang, and tests them against the properties \texttt{client\_sat} and \texttt{server\_sat}, which they should satisfy, because they are both run with the correct configuration, as described in section 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the output of the monitor. At the end, both the server, \texttt{sys1}, and the client, \texttt{sys2}, reach a satisfaction, as expected.

It should be noted that the output of the program tends to be about as long, or even longer than the output shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore, the output will not be shown for the rest of the test cases.

Listing 4.5: The make for the first test

```
make instrument args="[{'priv/case_study/server_sat.txt', trace_event_source, {client_server_erlang, start, [server, success, nul]}},{'priv/case_study/client_sat.txt', trace_event_source, {client_server_erlang, start, [client, success, sys1]})]" app=bin--dir="ebin"
```

4.4.3 Java via TCP

I used the command shown in Listing 4.6 to create a monitor that monitored the case studies in Erlang and Java at the same time. The Erlang case study, which acts as a server returning an incorrect response (Num) in this case, was monitored via tracing, but the Java case study, acting as a client in this case, was monitored via TCP over port 3456. As expected, the Erlang server sends an incorrect response to the client’s request, and a violation is detected. This causes the Java client to receive an incorrect response, causing another violation, which is also detected.

Listing 4.6: The make for the second test

```
make instrument args="[{'priv/case_study/server_vio.txt', trace_event_source, {client_server_erlang, start, [server, echo, null]}},{'priv/case_study/client_sat.txt', tcp_event_source, [3456]})]" app=bin--dir="ebin"
```

4.4.4 Reading a file

I used the command shown in Listing 4.7 to create a monitor that reads events from a file. The resulting monitor has only one event source, and it tests the events read against the property \texttt{server\_sat}. The file to be read has only two lines, shown in Listing 4.8. After reading one line at a time, by sending \{\texttt{read\_line, 1}\} messages to \texttt{sys1} twice, a violation is detected.

```prolog
//Server ! {request, Client, Num}\Client ? {response, Other} \iff (Other == Num + 1) \iff implies tt else ff
```

Listing 4.4: The server sends a single correct response

```prolog
//Server ? {request, Client, Num}\Client ! {response, Other} \iff (Other == Num + 1) \iff implies tt else ff
```

Listing 4.8: Two Erlang traces

```
make instrument args="[{'priv/case_study/server_sat.txt', trace_event_source, {client_server_erlang, start, [server, success, nul]}},{'priv/case_study/client_sat.txt', trace_event_source, {client_server_erlang, start, [client, success, sys1]})]" app=bin--dir="ebin"
```

Listing 4.7: The make for the first test

```prolog
make instrument args="[{'priv/case_study/server_vio.txt', trace_event_source, {client_server_erlang, start, [server, echo, null]}},{'priv/case_study/client_sat.txt', tcp_event_source, [3456]})]" app=bin--dir="ebin"
```
4.4. EXAMPLES

Figure 4.1: Output from the first test

```
C:\detect\lifelife\bin\erl -name monitor
Eshell V8.2 (abort with "q")

{monitor@vendur1} launcher:start().

[server,success,null]


[client_server_erlang.start,[server,success,null]]


Receiving events from trace
Args: [client_server_erlang.start,[server,success,null]]

[client,success.sys1]


[client_server_erlang.start,[client,success.syst]][11/5/2017 23:15:25, INFO - <0.64.0> - main_mon:49] - Starting monitor for syst


Receiving events from trace
Args: [client_server_erlang.start,[client,success.syst]]
[11/5/2017 23:15:25, INFO - <0.65.0> - trace_event_source:31] - Started <0.65.0>, monitoring process: sup2. Waiting for mon_start

Running a server that returns the correct response (Num + 1)

Running a client that sends a correct request
{monitor@vendur1} Received message: {request,0.65.0,1}
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, INFO - <0.66.0> - main_mon:82] - Resolved proc 1.
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, INFO - <0.66.0> - main_mon:82] - Resolved proc 1.
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, INFO - <0.64.0> - main_mon:104] - Starting main monitor 1

{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, TRACE - <0.65.0> - formula:136] - mon_pos evaluating action: {recv,0.65.0, [request,0.65.0,1]}
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, TRACE - <0.65.0> - formula:136] - mon_pos evaluating action: {send,0.65.0,[response,2].}
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, DEBUG - <0.68.0> - formula:195] - mon_guard guard evaluated to true.
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:25, DEBUG - <0.68.0> - formula:76] - mon_tt matched 'tt' action.
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, INFO - <0.64.0> - main_mon:130] -

Monitor for syst1 received 'tt' - *** Satisfaction detected! ***

{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, INFO - <0.66.0] - main_mon:104] - Starting main monitor 1

{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, TRACE - <0.69.0> - formula:136] - mon_pos evaluating action: {recv,0.65.0, [request,0.65.0,1]}
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, TRACE - <0.69.0] - formula:136] - mon_pos evaluating action: {recv,0.65.0, [request,0.65.0,1]}
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, DEBUG - <0.69.0] - formula:195] - mon_guard guard evaluated to true.
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, DEBUG - <0.69.0] - formula:76] - mon_tt matched 'tt' action.
{monitor@vendur1} {11/5/2017 23:15:26, INFO - <0.66.0] - main_mon:130] -

Monitor for syst2 received 'tt' - *** Satisfaction detected! ***

{monitor@vendur1} _=
```

Figure 4.1: Output from the first test
4.4.5 Reading a long file

Finally, I created a monitor to read events from a very long file. Like in the previous test, the resulting monitor only has one event source, but this time the events read are tested against the property server_vio. The file to be read has 582 lines, the first 580 describe the server receiving requests and responding to them correctly (Num + 1), but at the end the server receives a request to which it responds incorrectly (Num). As expected, the monitor detects a violation from the last message.

4.4.6 Discussion

As the preceding test cases have shown, creating different kinds of event sources is as simple as changing the command line arguments during the instrumentation process. It is possible to trace multiple Erlang programs simultaneously, and it is possible to verify a Java application by changing the source code to send system events over TCP. Ideally it would be possible to verify Java applications without tampering with the source code at all, but this is a good first step.

It is also possible to read events from a file, which is a very useful feature. Sometimes it can be infeasible to monitor a system at runtime, due to environmental or time constraints on the system. Then it could be a better idea to log the system’s events to a text file, and to use the file to verify the correctness of the system. Like listening for events via TCP, reading events from a text file is not dependent on the programming language of the system. Therefore, in theory, it is now possible for detectEr to verify the correctness of any system, regardless of programming language.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

As the case study demonstrated, the event source has made detectEr a more versatile tool, by decoupling it from the Erlang tracing mechanism. The tool is now capable of reading events from files, and listening for events via TCP, and it is easier than ever to add support for other ways to generate events. It is also possible to have multiple event sources at the same time, which can be very useful when verifying concurrent systems. There is still room for improvement, though. For example, each event source only checks a single property, but systems usually have to satisfy more than one property. Therefore, it could be a good idea to enable each event source to check multiple properties simultaneously. That could be achieved simply by creating multiple monitor processes for each event source, but the arguments for the makefile would need to be altered to reflect that change.

Creating new event source modules is something that can make detectEr even more versatile. It could for example be a good idea to create an event source that can trace function calls of Erlang programs, and if that is successful, create a similar event source for other programming languages. As the Java case study shows, it is possible to use the event source to monitor systems in languages other than Erlang. In order to do so, one needs the right event source, and some connective tissue between the event source and the monitored system, like the tracker of the Java case study.
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